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ABSTRACT

Let (xn)n>o be a non expansive sequence in areal Hilbert space H, (i.e. Vi, j' > 0, J \xi+i —

< \\x<~ X;1D anc^ s " ~ « YA^Q X<- We prove the following results (cf. [13], [15] and [16])
containing J.B. Baillon's ergodic theorems [2] and [3]:
1) sn converges weakly in H if and only if lim inf n^+00 | | sn | | < +oo.

2) xn converges weakly in iif if and only if (2;n)n>o is weakly asymptotically regular and
Urn inf n-H-oo | | i n | | < +oo.

3) If moreover: Vi,,/ > 0, ||x1+i + xj+i \\ < \\xi + x;-|| then sn converges strongly in H. This is
obtained as a consequence of a result of H. Brezis and F.E. Browder [9] which we prove here by
using Herglotz's theorem.
4) Under the same assumptions as in 3) the sequence (zn)«>o converges strongly in H if and only
if (xn)n>o is asymptotically regular.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let H denote a real Hilbert space with inner product (j) and norm | j j | . We denote weak
convergence in H by —•• and strong convergence by —>.

Let C be a subset of H. A mapping T : C —» C is called non expansive if: Vz, y €
C, \\Tx — Ty\\ < \\x — y\\. If C is a closed convex and bounded subset of H and a; 6 C, the weak
convergence of the sequence Snx = £ X)w) 2~":E in C to a fixed point of T" was first proved by J.B.
Baillon[2]. If moreover C is symmetric (i.e. - C = C) and T1 is odd (i.e. Vx 6 C,T(-x) = -Tx),

the strong convergence of S^z was proved by J.B. Baillon [3]. Simpler proofs of these results with
generalizations to more general summation methods were also given by R. Brack [11], [12], S.
Reich [29],[30], A. Pazy [26], [28] and H. Brezis and HE. Browder [8],[9]. Extensions of these
results to more general Banach spaces have also been given by J.B. Baillon [5], R. Brack [12], N.
Hirano [21], K. Kobayasi and I. Miyadera [22], [23] and S. Reich [31].

In this paper (cf. [13],[15] and [16]) we consider a non expansive map T : C —• C where
C is an arbitrary subset of a real Hilbert space H and for x £ C; we prove ergodic theorems for
the sequence of iterates (rna;)n>o ; we do not use the fixed point property of a non expansive map
T in H. This is equivalent to the study of the asymptotic behaviour in H of a sequence (zn)n>o
satisfying: Vi,/ > 0, ||a:;+i — Xj+\ \\ < \\xi — Xj\\ which we shall call a non expansive sequence in
H. Our results contain J.B. Baillon's ergodic theorems [2] and [3]; we prove strong convergence
of sn as a consequence of a result of H. Brezis and F.E. Browder [9] which we prove here by using
Herglotz's theorem, and a direct proof of which is given in [18] by using the concept of an almost
non expansive sequence in H.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Definition 2.1 a) The sequence (a;n)n>o in H is non expansive if Vi,/ > 0, \\xi+\ — £/+i || <

b) (Zn)f£0 is an odd non expansive sequence if (xn)n>o is non expansive and Vi, / > 0,
\\Xi+l +X;+l\\<\\Xi+Xj\\

c) (z»)n>o is asymptotically regular if: xn+\ - xn — t w ^ 0.

d) (zn)n>o is weakly asymptotically regular if: x^\ — xn —i 0

Definition 2.2 Given a bounded sequence (xn)n>o in H, the asymptotic centre c of (zn)n>o
is defined as follows (cf. [7] and [19]). For every u € H, let: tp(u) = Urn supn_,+0O \\xn — u||2.
Then <p is a continuous, strictly convex function on H, satisfying: <p(u) —>||u||—n-oo +°°- Thus
<p achieves its minimum on H at a unique point c, called the asymptotic centre of the sequence



Definition 2.3 A strongly regular summation method is a double sequence (anj)& satisfy-
ing: Vn > 1, V; > 0, anJ > 0; Vn > 1, £ £ 0 a«j = 1; V? > 0, anJ ->^+«° 0 and:

- O,nj | -

Notation 2.4

a) We denote by F ((a;n)^o), or for simplicity by F the following closed convex subset
(possibly empty) of H: (cf. [17] and [18]) F = {q £ H/ l i m , ^ * , | |zn - q\\ exists}. Note that if
F j 0 then the sequence (xn)n>o is bounded.

b) We denote by F\ ((xn)n>o), or for simplicity by F\ the following closed convex subset
(possibly empty) of F: (cf. [18]).

Fi = {q G Hj the sequence (||xn - ?||Wo is non increasing } C F .

c) If K is a non empty closed convex subset of H, we denote by PK the nearest point
projection map of H onto K.

3. MAIN RESULTS

(xn)n>o be a sequence in H, and Vn > 1, sn = £ YA^O X<

Theorem 3.1 If (zJn^o is non expansive, then sn converges weakly in if if and only if
lim inf n_+ c o | |sB | | < +oo.

Theorem 3.2 If (£„)„£() is non expansive, then xn converges weakly in H if and only if
(zn)n>o is weakly asymptotically regular and lim inf ||a;ft|| < +oo.

Theorem 3.3 Let (xn)n>o be any sequence in H satisfying the following condition:
= am exists uniformly in m > 0. Then sn converges strongly in H.

Corollary 3.4 If (xn)n>o is an odd non expansive sequence in H, then sn converges strongly

inH.

Theorem 3.5 Let (£„)„£<) be any sequence in H. Then xn converges strongly in H if and only

if (zn)n>o is asymptotically regular and: lim^+oo (x,|x«+m) = xm exists uniformly in m > 0.

Corollary 3.6 If (xn)n^o is an odd non expansive sequence in H, then xn converges strongly

in H if and only if (xn)n>o is asymptotically regular.

4. PROOFS

4.1 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1

The necessity of the condition is obvious; let us prove the sufficiency.
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Since lim inf „_,„ j |sB | | < +00, there exists a subsequence s^ which is weakly conver-

gent to some point p 6 H. We first prove that \\xk — p|| is a non increasing sequence, i.e. p G Fi.

Using the identity: 2{x\y) = \\x\\2 + \\y\\2 - \\x ~ y||2Vz,y G H,

We have:

„ «-i nr-1 n—1

i=0 1=0 «=0

- p|s.- - p) =
»=0

•pir + - 2 > * - p i r - -
n «=o n t=o

Therefore by subtraction we get:

2(xk - i - p)

n—1 n—1

t - 0 1=0

< Hz* - p||2 - ||^+1 - p||2 - I
nr=o

i=i

= | | i* - p||2 - ||xjfe+i - p||2 + £

> \\xk - p\\2 - \\xk+i - p\\2 + -||a;jt+i - 0001

Hence we have proved the following inequality:

2(xk - sjfe+i |sn - p) < ||o;* - p[|2 -

Now passing to the subsequence TJ,- in (1) and letting i -+ 00, we get:

- p||2 + -
n

- xo \

which shows that the sequence ||z* — p|| is non increasing, and therefore |[a;B|| is bounded.

Now assume that s^ -^k-xx, V ™<1 sm/ -^£-.00 ?• let: at* = \\xk - p||2 - ||a;t - g||2 =
||p||2 — \\q\\2 + 2(xk\q — p)- Then limk-tooak exists, therefore lim*-»«>(z/t19 — p) also exists.
Thus: (p\q~p) = (<?|? —p), which implies that: j|g — p||2 = 0, and therefore q = p. Hence, every
weakly convergent subsequence of sn converges weakly to p, therefore (since j |sB | | is bounded),
sn converges weakly to p.



4.2 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2

Again the necessity of the condition is obvious, let us prove the sufficiency.

Since lim inf n-,+00 ||xn | | < +00 there exists a subsequence {x^)^ which is weakly
convergent to some p e H. In that case ||x^ || is bounded; let us assume V; > 1, \\x^ \\< M.

We first prove that \\xk — p\\ is a non increasing sequence. Consider the expression:

n ICpo s*v+»» where nis a fixed integer,

n, ^ ° ° J w e COnclude that: £ J ^ 1 z ^ --j^, p.

Now by a similar argument as in Theorem 3.1, we have:

i - p) = - ]^(xjt - sjt+i |x%+t - p)
n ~ n<=o

- p||2 - H ^ , - p||2 - I
i=0

»=0

1 fl~1

i2 + -
n i=l

-P\\2 + -(

Hence we have proved the following inequality:

•< -p) < \\xk - p\\2 ~ ll^jt+i - P | | + -
,-=o n

n
Now letting ; —• oo in the left hand side of (2), we get:

Vn > 1, 0 <

Now letting n —> 00, we get: 0 < ||a;jt - p\\z - \\xk+i — p\\2 which shows that the sequence
\\xk — p| [ is non increasing. The rest of the proof is exactly as in Theorem 3.1; in fact, we show that



if x^ —^k-*oo p and Xmi —Y-»oo Q, then we must have: q = p. This follows by the same argument
from the fact that limi_ioo( %i\q — p) exists.

4.3 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3

We will give the proof for the general case of a strongly regular summation method
^ , and show that the sequence yn = Y^o a*jxi converges strongly in H. In particu-

lar, taking cinj = \ J? r ~ J - n it follows that: sn ~ - Y^n z» converges strongly
L vjor j > n n

in H. Vn > 0, Vm > 0 and for every sequence of complex numbers (&)»>o we have:

t=0 i=0 ;"=0

n n

*m—>+oo
1=0 ;=O

Therefore Vn > 0, V( &),>o, we have:

,=0 ;s

Thus defining: a,t = af|jt| V& € 2, this shows that the sequence (otk)kez is positive definite. There-
fore by Herglotz's theorem, there exists a non-decreasing right continuous bounded function F(\)

such that:

J—

Now we have:

\\yn-yn+P\\2 - \\yn\\
2 + \\y«+p\\2 -2(yn\yn+p) .

We are going to show that: limn-*oo (J/n|l/n+p) exists uniformly in p > 0. We have:

i=0 ;=0

00 00

v=0 ; = 0

00 00

i=0 ;=0

oo oo

j=0 ;"=0
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But from the hypothesis it follows that if e > 0 is given, then for i big enough we have: | (z< | Xj) -
a\i-j\\ < £ uniformly in j > 0. Therefore the first term in the last equality tends to zero as

n —* +00, uniformly in p > 0. And for the second term we have:

Jt=O £=0

N o w let for X G [ — 7r, TT] :

We have:

Therefore,if A

Jt=O £=0

Jfc=0 £=0

k=\

- o n > i

k=2

< an,0

Hence

Now defining: gn

|o«,Jfc-l —
Jt=2

if X = 0

and using the same technique we get:

•'n—>+oo \0 if

Therefore by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem we have:

£=0

T"-



uniformly in p>0

= ^ F ( 0 + 0 ) - F ( 0 - 0 ) = /3. Thus:

lim (yn\yn+P) ~ P uniformly in p > 0

Hence:

Hi/n-I/n+pH2 = II^H1

uniformly in p>0 /?+/?-2/3 = 0.

Therefore yn is a Cauchy sequence in H, thus convergent to an element of H. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

4.4 PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.4

We are going to show that: lim^+o<:,(:r,|z,+m) = aim exists uniformly in m > 0. Then
the result will follow from Theorem 3.3. It follows from the assumption that | \xn \ \ is non increasing;
assume that: \\xn\\ —•n-w-oo d.

We have I !|x' ~ ar'+mJl'
 +1'"+0° ^m and:

P l + l m = -l P j | I| ||
i—>+oo

= 2 .lim (l^-ll2 + j |x i+m | |2) = 4 .lim j|x,||2 = 4d2

But we have:

0 < Hi,- ~ Xi+m\\2 - { 3 2
m < (\\Xi - Xi+m\\2 - fa) + (\\Xi

uniformly in m > 0. Hence (xi\xi+m) = }(|[a;,i|2 + ||zi+m|[2 - \\xt - a;,-+m||2) -»*_+« <i2 - f1

uniformly in m > 0. This completes the proof.

4.5 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5

The necessity of the condition is obvious, let us prove the sufficiency. We have:

\\xn\\
2 = ao, hence |ja;n|| is bounded; assume that: Vn > 0, |ja;n|| < M. Then we have

( inn {oCn+^HiXn-X^l \Xnn) \<\\xn ~ ^nfl || H n̂f.H < M\\xn~Xn+\ [j -̂ n-t+oo 0.
Hence: Vm > 0 ,a m = a^+i- Thus Vm > 0 , a m = csie = a. Therefore: j|a;n — Xnn\\2 =

\\xn\\
2 + \\xn¥i\\

2 ~2(xn\xn+i) ->n-.+oo ^0 +ao -2oii = 0, uniformly in i > 0. Hence (zn)n>0

is a Cauchy sequence in H, thus strongly convergent in H.
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4.6 PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.6

The necessity of the condition is obvious, let us prove the sufficiency. From the proof of
Corollary 3.4 we know that lim^+^z.jz,-.,.™) = am exists uniformly in m > 0. Now the result
follows from Theorem 3.5.

5. REMARKS

5.1 Theorem 3.3 is proved differently in Theorem 2 of [9] which extends Theorem 2.1 (i) in [11]
and Theorem l(b) in [30], where it was first shown, using the concept of almost convergence, that
the "properness" condition of Theorem 2 in [8] is not needed.

5.2 In Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, the convergence of (sn)n>i or (xn)*>o may not be strong.
See [2], [7] and [25].

5.3 In Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 the limit p of the sequence
(sn)n>i or (xn)n^o is the asymptotic centre of the sequence (xn)n>o . Moreover, we have p e F\
andp = lim^+oo PFlxn (cf. [18]).

5.4 In Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 the limit p of the sequence (sn)n>i or (£„)„>() is the as-
ymptotic centre fo the sequence (xn)n>o and we have: p& F. However the sequence zft = Ppxn

may not converge in H (cf. [18]).

5.5 If we define a non expansive curve (z()t>o in H by Vt,s,h e R+,\\xt+h -xa+h \ \ < | | :r t-:ra | |
then similar ergodic theorems for such curves in H can be proved by similar methods. For example
Theorem 3.3 can be proved by using Bochner's theorem.
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